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stability of La2Mo2O9 and found stabilization of La7Mo7O30 at
718 °C and of the mixed ionic and electronic conductor
(MIEC) La2Mo2O8.96 at 608 °C. In the present work, we have
extended this analysis to La2Mo2−yWyO9 samples with y = 0.5
and 1.0. This study was restricted to compositions having a
tungsten content lower than y = 1.2 because at higher substi-
tution rate, the high temperature beta form is not thermodyna-
mically stable in air above 700 °C.23 In this way we obtained a
new insight into the effect of W on the thermodynamic stabi-
lity of LAMOX materials and the stabilization of other com-
pounds, as products of their partial reduction.

Experimental

La2Mo2−yWyO9 powders were synthesized by a solid state reac-
tion method. Stoichiometric amounts of La2O3, MoO3 and
WO3 were ground manually in an agate mortar. La2O3 was pre-
viously dehydrated and decarbonated at 1000 °C for 1 h. The
mixture was first annealed in air at 500 °C for 12 h and then at
900 °C (y = 0), 1025 °C (y = 0.5) and 1075 °C (y = 1.0) for
another 12 h. Several intermediate grinding and heat treat-
ments were necessary in order to obtain single phases.

Dense La2Mo2−yWyO9 pellets were made from as prepared
powders. The raw powders were previously ball-milled in a
RETSCH planetary mill apparatus with 20 agate balls (1 cm
diameter) for 15 min at 580 rpm, in order to decrease the par-
ticles size. Then, the milled powders were shaped into a cylind-
rical form (∼5 mm diameter and thickness) by pressing
uniaxially under 1 ton. The green pellets were fired at 1200 °C
for 2 h. The sintered pellets gave relative densities above 90%.

TGA measurements of the oxygen content of La2Mo2−yWyO9−δ

as a function of pO2 were carried out in a Cahn 1000 thermo-
balance coupled to an electrochemical gas control system. The
whole equipment has been described elsewhere.24 The experi-
ments were performed on ∼500 mg of the starting La2Mo2−y-
WyO9 raw powders. The sample was heated up to the
working temperature in Ar. After reaching the equilibrium of the
TGA signal, the mass in dry air was used as a reference for stoichio-
metric values (9 − δ = 9). The equilibrium at a set pO2 was
assumed once the TGA signal presented a variation of less than
10 μg for at least 5 h. The pO2 was then decreased until equilibrium
was reached again. Different gas mixtures (Ar for the highest pO2

values, CO–CO2 for intermediate values and Ar–H2–H2O for low
pO2) were used to scan a wide pO2 range. The experimental con-
ditions were the same as those described in our previous work.22

The phase purity of powders and pellets samples was
checked by X-ray diffraction (XRD) by means of a Philips
PW1700 diffractometer with a graphite monochromator
(Cu(Kα1 + Kα2) radiation) and of a PANalytical θ/θ Bragg-
Brentano X′pert MPD PRO diffractometer (Cu(Kα1 + Kα2)) with
an X′Celerator multi-element detector. XRD patterns of
La7Mo7(2−y)/2W7y/2O30 with y = 0, 0.5 and 1.0 were refined by
Rietveld’s method with the Fullprof Suite package.25 The dif-
fractograms were collected in the scattering range 9 < 2θ < 130°
with a step of 0.008° and a counting time of 100 s per step.

Isothermal XRD measurements at controlled temperature
(HTXRD) in controlled pO2 were performed in an Anton-Paar
HTK10 camera connected to the electrochemical control
system mentioned above.

La2Mo2−yWyO9−δ samples, with y = 0, 0.5 and 1.0, were
characterized electrically by electrochemical impedance spectro-
scopy (EIS) with an Autolab potentiostat and a frequency
response analyzer (FRA). Prior to measurements, thin Pt film
electrodes of approximately 400 nm thickness were deposited
by RF sputtering on both flat faces of each sintered pellet. The
pellet sample was first heated in air up to 608 °C. Then the air
atmosphere was replaced with Ar–H2–H2O atmosphere and EIS
spectra were recorded as a function of time at 608 °C for ≈42 h
and then at decreasing temperature. EIS spectra were collected
in the frequency range from 1 MHz down to 100 mHz with a
voltage amplitude of 50 mV. The obtained spectra were fitted
using equivalent circuits of Zview software.26

Results and discussion
Oxygen content in La2Mo2−yWyO9−δ as a function of pO2 at
718 °C

Fig. 1 shows the equilibrium oxygen content 9 − δ as a func-
tion of pO2 of powder samples of La2Mo2−yWyO9−δ at 718 °C.
All three compositions exhibit the same limit pO2 value for
stability of the β-La2Mo2O9-type structure (oxygen content
equal to 9): 10−15 atm. This is a surprising result since it was
expected that with increasing the W content, the pO2 limit
value becomes lower, thus indicating the broadening of the
stability range. The only difference noticed for the three
samples while decreasing pO2 from 10−15 down to 10−16 atm
was the elapsed time before reaching equilibrium of the TGA
signal at an oxygen content of 8.57. This reduction stage took
5, 8 and 10 days for y = 0, 0.5 and 1.0, respectively. These

Fig. 1 Oxygen content as a function of pO2 in La2Mo2−yWyO9−δ

powders at 718 °C.
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results indicate that W does not modify the thermodynamic
stability of La2Mo2−yWyO9 compounds, but its effect would be
to slow down the kinetics of reduction.

After stabilizing the oxygen content at 8.57 in each of the
three experiments, the pO2 was decreased gradually down to
10−27 atm, with a minimum dwelling time of 5 h at each pO2

value. The two W doped samples did not undergo any further
reduction unlike that observed for y = 0.22 The oxygen content
for y = 0.5 and 1.0 samples remained 8.57 even upon switching
the atmosphere to dry Ar–H2 (the atmosphere in which the
pO2 is immeasurably low). This indicates that W does stabilize
at 718 °C the compounds with a stoichiometry of 8.57, avoid-
ing their further reduction.

The samples La2Mo2−yWyO8.57 with y = 0.5 and 1.0 were
quenched down to room temperature in Ar–H2 for XRD ana-
lysis. In Fig. 2 the obtained diffractograms are compared to
those obtained previously for La7Mo7O30.

22 The W doped
stabilized compounds are clearly isomorphic to La7Mo7O30

and have the formula La7Mo7(2−y)/2W7y/2O30. Marrero-López
et al. reported the formation of this kind of compound upon
partial reduction of La2Mo2−yWyO9 powders but only for y up
to 0.75.19 To the best of our knowledge the crystalline struc-
tures of La7Mo7(2−y)/2W7y/2O30 compounds have not been
reported to date.

Crystalline structure of La7Mo7(2−y)/2W7y/2O30 (y = 0.5 and 1.0)

The structure of La7Mo7(2−y)/2W7y/2O30 compounds with y = 0.5
and 1.0 was refined by adjusting XRD patterns by Rietveld’s
method. The crystallographic data of La7Mo7O30 (ICSD #50614)
were used as the starting structural model for refinement. The
patterns were adjusted in the R3̄ space group (no. 148). The
refined crystallographic parameters were: lattice parameters,
atomic positions and isotropic displacement factors.

The refinements of diffractograms of La7Mo7(2−y)/2W7y/2O30

with y = 0.5 and 1.0 are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively.
The list of crystallographic parameters and reliability factors

obtained from the refinements is presented in Table 1. The rela-
tively large profile weighted factors (Rwp) are likely due to the
low signal/background ratio of both refined diffractograms.

The lattice parameters a and c, compared to those
of La7Mo7O30, increase with W content as shown in Fig. 4. The
structure has two crystallographic sites for La, one in coordi-
nation 12 and the other in coordination 9; there are also
two sites for Mo|W, both in coordination 6.20 The (Mo|W)1O6

octahedra are regular whereas (Mo|W)2O6 are distorted.

Oxygen content in La2Mo2−yWyO9−δ as a function of pO2 at
608 °C

Fig. 5 shows the oxygen content of La2Mo2−yWyO9 powders
with y = 0, 0.5 and 1.0 as a function of pO2 at 608 °C. All three
LAMOX samples present the same pO2 limit value of 10−22 atm
for stoichiometry 9 regardless of the W amount. After decreas-
ing pO2 down to 10−23 atm, a slight reduction occurs to oxygen
contents 8.97 and 8.98 for W doped samples with y = 0.5 and
1.0, respectively. At this temperature, the time needed to reach
the equilibrium increases with the W amount thus indicating
that once again, W slows down the reduction kinetics. The

Fig. 3 Observed (dots), calculated (lines), and difference (below) pat-
terns of La7Mo7(2−y)/2W7y/2O30: (a) y = 0.5; (b) y = 1.0 at room tempera-
ture using the structural model presented in Table 1. Vertical markers
give Bragg peak positions of space group R3̄ (no. 148).

Fig. 2 XRD patterns at room temperature of La2Mo2−yWyO8.57 samples.
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oxygen content remains practically invariant down to 10−26

atm. The compounds La2Mo1.5W0.5O8.97 and La2MoWO8.98

have a pO2 stability range which is slightly wider than that of
La2Mo2O8.96.

22 It shows that W substitution enhances very
slightly the stability under reducing atmospheres of the
La2Mo2O8.96-type phase.

Below this pO2, a severe reduction takes place in all three
compounds and ends with oxygen contents lower than 7.0, 7.5
and 8.0 for y = 0, 0.5 and 1.0 respectively. These points were
not strictly equilibrated and as previously described for y = 0,22

they exhibit a linear drift. At this point, all samples were
quenched down to room temperature and post-analyzed by
XRD. The results of XRD analysis on the three severely reduced
samples is shown in Fig. 6. For y = 0 the diffractogram exhibits
undulations of the background without any Bragg reflections,
indicating that the sample is amorphous in nature. For y = 0.5

and y = 0.1 samples, several diffraction peaks ascribed to a
β-La2Mo2O9-type phase are present in addition to the amor-
phous phase. These peaks grow in intensity as the W amount
increases. The higher the W content of the sample, the higher
the average oxygen content and the amount of the remaining
crystallized β-La2Mo2O9-type phase.

In order to collect XRD patterns on La2Mo1.5W0.5O8.97

and La2MoWO8.98 compounds, approximately 500 mg of
La2Mo1.5W0.5O9 and La2MoWO9 raw powders were annealed
inside the thermobalance at 608 °C under atmospheres with a
set pO2 of 10−24 atm. The TGA signal reached the steady state
at oxygen contents of 8.97 and 8.98 after 280 and 320 min,

Table 1 Lattice constants, reliability factors and crystallographic parameters obtained from Rietveld’s refinement of La7Mo5.25W1.75O30 and
La7Mo3.5W3.5O30 (in cursive)

a/Å c/Å Rwp/% Rexp/% RBragg/% χ2

17.0164(1) 6.8716(1) 13.2 9.77 6.44 1.819
17.022(1) 6.8759(1) 12.3 8.67 5.87 2.025

Atom Wyckoff x/a y/b z/c Uiso/Å
2

La1 3a 0 0 0 0.0080(2)
0 0 0 0.0072(2)

(Mo|W)1 3b 0 0 0.5 0.0019(2)
0 0 0.5 0.00307(2)

La2 18f 0.7780(1) −0.0177(1) 0.3345(3) 0.0080(2)
0.7760(1) −0.0189(1) 0.3368(3) 0.0072(2)

(Mo|W)2 18f 0.1997(1) 0.0146(1) 0.1629(3) 0.0019(2)
0.1997(1) 0.0159(1) 0.1636(3) 0.0031(2)

O1 18f 0.2478(1) 0.1007(7) 0.3584(2) 0.001(1)
0.2510(8) 0.0100(1) 0.3661(2) 0.0016(1)

O2 18f 0.2918(8) 0.0373(8) 0.0084(2) 0.001(1)
0.2902(7) 0.0363(7) −0.0215(2) 0.0016(1)

O3 18f 0.1796(6) 0.1230(6) 0.0427(2) 0.001(1)
0.1796(6) 0.1236(6) 0.0411(2) 0.0016(1)

O4 18f 0.2032(7) −0.0848(7) 0.3197(1) 0.001(1)
0.2029(7) −0.0764(7) 0.3179(1) 0.0016(1)

O5 18f 0.0396(6) 0.1082(6) 0.3297(2) 0.001(1)
0.0355(6) 0.1043(5) 0.3292(16) 0.0016(1)

Fig. 4 Lattice parameters of La7Mo7(2−y)/2W7y/2O30 as a function of W
content.

Fig. 5 Oxygen content as a function of pO2 in La2Mo2−yWyO9−δ

powders at 608 °C.
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respectively. At this point the samples were quenched down to
room temperature while keeping the controlled atmosphere.
The resulting powders presented a bronze color very similar
for both W-substituted samples but different from the light
gray of previously stabilized La2Mo2O8.96 powders.

22

In Fig. 7, the XRD patterns collected at room temperature
on La2Mo1.5W0.5O8.97 and La2MoWO8.98 powders exhibit
neither 2 × 3 × 4 superstructure peaks at low 2θ scattering
angle nor peak splitting, both characteristic of the monoclinic
distortion of the low temperature β-La2Mo2O9 type. This indi-
cates that the stabilization of the high temperature β form
through tungsten substitution is preserved in spite of the
slight reduction. When compared with XRD patterns of fully
oxidized La2Mo1.5W0.5O9 and La2MoWO9 samples, the diffrac-
tion peaks of the reduced phases are slightly shifted in posi-
tion toward higher 2θ angles, thus involving a contraction of
the unit cell after reduction. The cubic cell parameters
obtained from Rietveld’s refinement at room temperature in
the P213 space group are 7.1559(1) and 7.1528(1) Å for
La2Mo1.5W0.5O8.97 and La2MoWO8.98 compared to 7.1598(1)
and 7.1534(1) Å of the original La2Mo1.5W0.5O9 and
La2MoWO9. This behavior had been previously observed upon
reducing La2Mo2O9 into La2Mo2O8.96.

22

If one assumes that only hexavalent molybdenum is
reduced, the ionic charge balance for the chemical formulas
La2Mo2O8.96, La2Mo1.5W0.5O8.97 and La2MoWO8.98 yields a

valence value of 5.96+ for Mo for all three cases. Marrero-
López et al. performed X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
on reduced La2Mo2−yWyO9−δ and confirmed that only Mo had
been reduced.27 Therefore, a general chemical formula for this
group of compounds would be La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y.

The contraction of crystal cells of La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y

with respect to the corresponding original La2Mo2−yWyO9

materials was studied by HTXRD. La2Mo2−yWyO9 powders with
y = 0, 0.5 and 1.0 were heated up to 608 °C in He and then the
atmosphere was switched by He–Ar–H2–H2O with a set pO2 of
10−24 atm. After annealing for 2 h, the stabilization of
La2Mo2O8.96, La2Mo1.5W0.5O8.97 and La2MoWO8.98 respectively
was assumed. All diffractograms were refined by Rietveld’s
method in the P213 space group. It is worth mentioning that
above 560 °C both La2Mo2O9 and La2Mo2O8.96 are in cubic
beta form.22 Fig. 8(a) shows the cell parameters of cubic
samples of La2Mo2−yWyO9 (black line) and La2Mo2−y-
WyO8.96+0.02y (gray line) with y = 0, 0.5 and 1.0 at 608 °C as a
function of y. The dependence in both groups of compounds
is different. For example, the cell parameter of La2Mo1.5W0.5O9

is slightly larger than that of La2MoWO9, whereas the cell
parameter of La2Mo1.5W0.5O8.97 is smaller than that of

Fig. 6 XRD patterns of quenched severely reduced samples of
La2Mo2−yWyO9−δ with y = 0, 0.5 and 1.0.

Fig. 7 XRD diagrams of La2Mo1.5W0.5O8.97 and La2MoWO8.98 powders
at room temperature: (a) extended range; (b) zoom around cubic reflec-
tion (2 3 1).
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La2MoWO8.98. The cell parameters of La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y

depend not only on the W content but also on the oxygen
stoichiometry which in turn depends linearly on y, as noticed
in Fig. 8(b). The gray curve in Fig. 8(a) seems to be a behavior
that combines the black line in Fig. 8(a) and the curve in
Fig. 8(b).

Electrical characterization of dense La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y

samples

The total resistance of La2Mo2−yWyO9−δ (with y = 0, 0.5 and
1.0) pellet samples at 608 °C was measured as a function of
time by EIS in an Ar–H2–H2O mixture with a set pO2 of 10−24

atm. The time evolution of the resistance values R for the three
pellet samples is shown in Fig. 9; the initial value corresponds
to the fully oxidized La2Mo2−yWyO9 pellet sample measured in
air. After 2500 s the three R values stabilized and this was

assumed to be indicative of the stabilization of La2Mo2−y-
WyO8.96+0.02y compounds. At this point EIS spectra were col-
lected at different temperatures while cooling down to 250 °C
under the same atmosphere.

Fig. 10 shows the comparison of EIS spectra of La2Mo2−y-
WyO9 and La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y measured at 450 °C for (a)
y = 0, (b) y = 0.5 and (c) y = 1.0. For each composition the
reduction of oxygen content from 9 to 8.96 + 0.02y leads to a
decrease of polarization resistance (distances between the
origin and the first intercept with the real axis). This decrease
is less important as the W content increases. Another conse-
quence of the reduction for y = 0 and 0.5 samples is that the
high frequency range of the spectra, corresponding to the
bulk, is no longer a semicircle with a negative imaginary part
(capacitive reactance) but the spectra start at positive imagin-
ary values (inductive reactance) before intercepting the real
axis. The suppression of the capacitive effect could be assigned
to the apparition of electronic conductivity across the bulk.
The capacitive effect, in an electrochemical cell with a pure ion
conductor bulk, is caused by the accumulation of electrical
charge at the electrode/electrolyte interfaces because the mobi-
lity of O2− ions is much lower than that of electrons. In other
words, the current of the circuit delays (negative phase differ-
ence) with respect to the external voltage signal. If the bulk has
electronic conductivity, the capacitive effect disappears and the
phase difference of the current could be positive due to the
inductive effect of the electrical contacts. A similar behavior has
been observed by Pinet et al. studying the electrical properties
of La1.9Y0.1Mo2−yWyO9−δ under dilute H2 by EIS.

28

As shown in Fig. 10(c), for y = 1.0, the decrease of resistivity
after reduction is only around 50% and the spectrum
of La2MoWO8.98 still shows the last portion of a semicircle
similar to that of La2MoWO9. These results suggest that the
partial reduction of La2Mo2−yWyO9 to La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y

promotes the apparition of electronic conductivity
while keeping the ionic conductivity of the stoichiometric

Fig. 8 (a) Cell parameters of La2Mo2−yWyO9 and La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y

calculated from HTXRD patterns at 608 °C; (b) oxygen content of
La2Mo2−vWyO8.96+0.02y as a function of W content.

Fig. 9 Bulk resistance of La2Mo2−yWyO9−δ ceramics obtained from EIS
spectra.

Fig. 10 EIS spectra measured at 450 °C on dense pellet samples of
La2Mo2−yWyO9 in air and La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y measured in Ar–H2–

H2O, with: (a) y = 0; (b) y = 0.5; (c) y = 1.0.
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LAMOX compound. In other words, La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y are
MIEC.

The apparition of electronic conductivity would be due
to the generation of O vacancies upon reduction of Mo; the
electric charge would be compensated for by the generation of
n-type charge carriers:

O�
O ! V ��

O þ 2e′þ 1
2
O2ðgasÞ ð1Þ

If all O vacancies are generated by partial reduction, there
is a relation between the concentration of electrons [e′] and the
concentration of O vacancies [V ··

O]:

2½V ��
O� ¼ ½e′� ð2Þ

In turn, the concentration of vacancies is proportional to
the deviation of stoichiometry δ in La2Mo2−yWyO9−δ. In the
case of La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y, δ = 0.04 − 0.02y. The generated
electronic conductivity σe would be proportional to the concen-
tration of electrons:

σe ¼ μe½e′�e ð3Þ
where μe is the mobility of electrons and e is their charge.

In this way, the electronic part of total conductivity for
La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y would depend on the W content as
follows:

σe / ð2� yÞ ð4Þ
This would explain why the increase upon reduction from

La2Mo2−yWyO9 to La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y is larger as the W
content decreases. It would also justify the fact that the EIS
spectrum of the La2MoWO8.98 sample still shows a semicircle
at the bulk zone. The electronic conductivity generated in this
MIEC would be low (due to the low δ value of 0.02) and the
total conductivity would be mainly ionic.

The EIS spectra of pure ionic conductors La2Mo2−yWyO9

and the MIEC La2MoWO8.98 were adjusted with a resistance R
in parallel with a constant phase element (CPE). In the case of
La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y with y = 0 and 0.5, the bulk zone was
fitted with a resistance R in series with an inductance L. In all
cases, R values were used for calculating the total conductivity
of the bulk as

σ ¼ L
RA

ð5Þ

where L and A are the thickness and the transversal section
area of the dense samples, respectively. For all spectra, the low
frequency zone corresponding to the electrode was fitted with
a Warburg element.

Fig. 11 shows the Arrhenius plots of conductivity measured
for La2Mo2−yWyO9 in air (closed symbols) and for La2Mo2−y-
WyO8.96+0.02y in Ar–H2–H2O (open symbols), with y = 0, 0.5
and 1.0.

When compared with the conductivity curve of the fully oxi-
dized sample La2Mo2O9 below 550 °C, a huge increase of total
conductivity and a decrease of the activation energy are
observed for La2Mo2O8.96.

22 The lower the temperature, the

higher the magnitude of the increase in conductivity. The
difference of several orders of magnitude in conductivity was
ascribed to the occurrence of an n-type conductivity arising
from the mixed valence state of molybdenum. In the W-substi-
tuted sample, the increase in conductivity remains of the same
order of magnitude at temperatures higher than 550 °C what-
ever the W content. This increase exhibits a dependence on
tungsten content at lower temperature: the higher the tungsten
content, the more pronounced is the effect at low temperature.
It suggests that at low temperature, the n-type conductivity
becomes less and less predominant as the W content increases.
This tendency is somewhat surprising since the proportion of
pentavalent molybdenum (or the oxygen content) in reduced
samples does not change as much as the total conductivity does.

Jacquens et al. reduced partially La2Mo2−yWyO9 dense
samples in dry Ar–(10%)H2 at 608 °C and measured their con-
ductivity.29 The results obtained by the mentioned authors are
identical to those reported herein for y = 0, 0.5 and 1.0. Similar
to our previous work,22 we conclude that Jacquens and co-
authors stabilized La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y in low flow (0.6 L h−1)
of Ar–H2. Goel et al. obtained similar conductivity increases at
reducing W doped LAMOX samples in dry Ar–(10%)H2 at
650 °C for 24 h, with a gas flow rate of 6 L h−1.30 For highly
dense samples, the oxygen stoichiometries measured after
annealing were 7.93, 8.62 and 8.9 for y = 0, 0.5 and 1.0,
respectively. We think that these authors could have reduced
transitorily La2Mo2−yWyO9 to La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y but the
reduction continued to yield a more severe weight loss and
perhaps a partial amorphization of samples. In fact, Goel et al.
report a severe degradation of the pellets after reduction. In
our case, the mechanical integrity of all La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y

pellets after our EIS measurements was perfectly
preserved.

Fig. 11 Conductivity as a function of temperature for the ceramics
La2Mo2−yWyO9 in air and La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y in Ar–H2–H2O with
y = 0, 0.5 and 1.0.
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Conclusions

Isothermal thermogravimetric and XRD analyses under a con-
trolled pO2 atmosphere were carried out on La2Mo1.5W0.5O9

and La2MoWO9 phases in order to determine their thermodyn-
amic stability. Contrary to what has been reported earlier in
the literature, tungsten substitution does not extend to lower
pO2 values the thermodynamic stability of La2Mo2O9 either at
608 °C (10−22 atm) or at 718 °C (10−15 atm). At both tempera-
tures, tungsten only slows down the kinetics of reduction.

The mechanism by which La2Mo2−yWyO9 get reduced
regardless of the hexavalent W content is not clear. Such a
mechanism should be more sensitive to the structural arrange-
ment and the oxidation state than to the chemical
stoichiometry.

After decreasing pO2 down to 10−23 atm, a new crystalline
La2Mo2O8.96-type phase, isostructural to La2Mo2O9, appears at
608 °C and remains stable in a pressure range which slightly
widens as the W content increases. The stabilization of the
high temperature β-form through tungsten substitution
observed in fully oxidized La2Mo2−yWyO9 samples is preserved
upon slight reduction. The electrical conductivity measure-
ments of La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y phases suggest that at temp-
eratures lower than 550 °C, the n-type conductivity arising
from the mixed valence state of Mo cations becomes less and
less predominant as the W content increases.

The poor stability under reducing atmospheres of
W-LAMOX compounds, even at temperatures around 600 °C,
limits seriously their applicability as electrolytes in IT-SOFC, at
least in the conventional configuration. Of course in such
devices with less stringent reduction conditions as single-
chamber SOFC, these electrolytes could be stable.29

At 718 °C, the stable phase below 10−15 atm is more
reduced and of the La7Mo7O30 type (La2Mo2O8.57). Tungsten
extends down to 10−27 atm the thermodynamic stability range
of this type of phase whereas pure La7Mo7O30 reduces slowly
below 10−25 atm down to an amorphous La2Mo2O7−δ

phase. The crystal structures of La7Mo5.25W1.75O30 and
La7Mo3.5W3.5O30 have been refined from X-ray diffraction data
by Rietveld’s method.

The partially reduced compounds La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y

were found within an intermediate and narrow pO2 range at
608 °C. These materials keep the LAMOX cationic framework
as evidenced by XRD. This fact suggests that these materials
preserve the ionic conductivity of La2Mo2−yWyO9. The electri-
cal conductivity of La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y was measured by EIS.
These partially reduced stable materials showed an increase of
conductivity with respect to the stoichiometric La2Mo2−yWyO9

electrolytes. The increase of conductivity was assigned to the
generation of O vacancies in these materials upon reduction of
Mo6+ to Mo5.96+, whose electrical charge is compensated for by
the apparition of n-type carriers.

La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02y do not have high electronic conduc-
tivity for being considered as potential anode materials for
IT-SOFCs. Some authors have reported a decrease of electrode
overpotentials upon including an electrolyte–electrode mixture

in electrochemical cells to improve the charge transfer
process.31–33 These mixtures are MIEC with lower electronic/
ionic ratio than that of the electrode material. Based on this,
we believe that La2Mo2−yWyO8.96+0.02x could also be tested as
interlayers between the electrolyte and the anode expecting to
improve the performance of the cells.

As anode materials, they could be used to prepare ceramic/
metal composites (CERMETs) by mixing them with a metal
like Ni or Cu to obtain an MIEC with higher electronic conduc-
tivity. Alternatively, other substitutes to molybdenum could
be tested, like mixed-valent metals such as vanadium or
chromium, in order to improve the electronic part of conduc-
tion in these MIEC materials and make them better anode
materials.
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